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Jim2 eBusiness Suite is a comprehensive group of software applications that allow you to make full use of the internet in all areas of your business 
activites.
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Receive Electronic Stock Feeds
Automated electronic stock feeds from suppliers with 
stock information, including stock codes, descriptions, 
pricing and availability.

3

Send Electronic Stock Feeds
Automated electronic stock feeds to customers with 
stock information, including stock codes, descriptions, 
pricing and availability

3

Send Electronic Purchase Orders
Instantly send purchase orders electronically directly 
to your vendor, eliminating any rekeying, and reducing 
errors.
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Virtual Warehouses
See exactly what both you and your suppliers have in 
stock, allowing quicker purchasing decisions based on 
both price and availability.
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Real-time Stock Enquiries
Allows you to enquire as to the current price and 
availability in real time.
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Rules Management
Create and apply an unlimited number of rules, 
including automatically updating stock prices, hiding 
unwanted stock, or groups of stock that you do not 
wish to sell, and more.
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Receive Electronic Orders
Receive orders from customer directly into Jim2. 3 3

Web Based Service Requests
Receive service requests from customers via web 
browser.
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Web Based Service Updates
Allows customers to check for updates, and engineers 
to update Jobs via web browser.
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Web Site Integration
Allows integration of Jim2 with external web sites and 
other systems.
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Automated Email Notification
Automatically send emails, either internally or 
externally, based on custom rules.
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Web Based Page Request
Receive customer page requests via web browser
(Jim2® MPS Edition only).
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Full integration with Jim2 Business Engine
All eBusiness products are fully integrated with Jim2 
Business Engine Client.
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Full integration with leading Managed Print 
Services software
See our extensive range of MPS Connectors to 
automate meter read collection.
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Jim2™ eBusiness Suite
Jim2® Business Engine Overview


